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New - modern Danish - ILLUSTRATED KIERKEGAARD BOOK

Release 3. December 2013

ON WINE - AND WOMEN
Kierkegaard's popular masterpiece about a meeting
between five very different men are at a dinner party
through the night in turn talks about woman. They are
given the truffles, drinking the quality redwine Château
Margaux, and get champagne to the dessert.
In the book we meet the five literary figures , the
Kierkegaard codenames: Johannes the Seducer and
Victor Eremita from Either-Or (1843) , Constantin
Constantius and the young man from Repetition - Repetition (1843)
, as well as Dressmaker .
The first believes the woman to be comical or rediculous, the second considers the woman as a joke, as priceless amusement, the
third concider women as the weaker sex and believes it to be corrtous is a tribute to the beautiful sex, the fourth has as the goal in
life to make any woman ridiculous by fashion and the seducer has
in relation to women only one unconditional duty: Enjoy life.
One of the Kierkegaard-pen-names has an interesting view on 'coloured'
in his speach, as he says...'A coloured man … cannot be assumed to represent the spirit ... turns green in the face when he gets angry (whish is a
physiological fact)'.
The author and philosopher , MA Jens Staubrand has written an introduction to the wine is truth, and has has modyfied the work into
present-day Danish.
Fact: KIERKEGAARD I vinen er sandhed [In wine is truth – only in
Danish], by Jens Staubrand ISBN 978 87 9251 0 15 0 20 x 13 cm .
132 pages. Retail price: 170.00 DKK
The book is published on 3. December 2013. - Press release and
reading tests are to be found on http://www.kierkegaard-kultur.dk/
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